In an electricity market generating companies and large consumers need suitable bidding models to maximize their profits. Therefore, each supplier and large consumer will bid strategically for choosing the bidding coefficients to counter the competitors bidding strategy. In this paper, bidding strategy problem modeled as an optimization problem and solved using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). PSO shares many similarities with evolutionary computation techniques such as Genetic Algorithm (GA). The system is initialized with a population of random solutions and searches for optima by updating generations. However, unlike GA, PSO has no evolution operators such as crossover and mutation. In PSO, the potential solutions, called particles, fly through the problem space by following the current optimum particles. A numerical example with six suppliers and two large consumers is used to illustrate the essential features of the proposed method and the results are compared with the Genetic Algorithm (GA) approach. Test results indicate that the proposed algorithm outperforms the Genetic Algorithm approach with respect to total profit and convergence time.
Introduction
Restructuring of the power industry mainly aims at abolishing the monopoly in the generation and trading sectors, thereby, introducing competition at various levels wherever it is possible. But the sudden changes in the electricity markets have a variety of new issues such as oligopolistic nature of the market, supplier's strategic bidding, market power misuse, price-demand elasticity and so on. Theoretically, in a perfectly competitive market, supplier should bid at their marginal production cost to maximize payoff. However, practically the electricity markets are oligopolistic nature, and power suppliers may seek to increase their profit by bidding a price higher than marginal production cost. Knowing their own costs, technical constraints and their expectation of rival and market behavior, suppliers face the problem of constructing the best optimal bid. This is known as a strategic bidding problem.
A comprehensive review of optimal bidding strategies in Electricity Market (EM) has been published (David et al, 2000) . Strategic bidding problem (David et al, 2000) is solved using Dynamic Programming (DP) based approach. A Lagrangian relaxation-based approach for strategic bidding in England-Wales pool type electricity market has been adopted (Gross et al, 1996) . The same approach for daily bidding and self-scheduling decision in New England market has been suggested (Zhang et al, 1999) . A considerable amount of work has also been reported on the game theory applications in the competitive electricity market. (Ebrahim et al, 2010) developed Nash equilibrium based bidding strategy in a competitive electricity market. In noncooperative game theory approach (Ferrero et al, 1997 , Torre et al, 2004 , strategic bidding problem was solved using Nash equilibrium. (Jainhui et al, 2011) used evolutionary game approach to analyzing bidding strategies by considering elastic demand. Genetic Algorithm (GA) has been proposed ) to develop an overall bidding strategy using two different bidding schemes for a day-ahead market. The same methodology has been extended for spinning reserve market coordinated with energy market (David et al, 2002) . (Azadeh et al, 2011) formed optimal bidding problem for a day-ahead market as a multi objective problem and solved using GA. (Ugedo et al, 2006) have proposed a stochastic-optimization approach for submitting the block bids in sequential energy and ancillary services markets, and uncertainty in demand and rival's bidding behaviour is estimated by stochastic residual demand curves based on decision trees.
A stochastic programming model has been used to construct linear bid curves in the Nord-pool market for price-taking retailer whose customers' load is price flexible (Fleten et al, 2005) . Opponents' bidding behaviours are represented as a discrete probability distribution function (Song et al, 1999) and as a continuous probability distribution function ) for a supplier's bid decision-making problem. Strategic bidding problem has been formulated as a two level optimization problem in which producers try to maximize their profit based on the market clearing price (or bid price), and dispatch quantity is obtained from an optimal power flow model. Using deterministic approach, it is difficult to obtain the global solution of such bi-level optimization problem because of non-convex objective functions and non-linear complementarity conditions (Hobbs et al, 2004) , to represent market clearing. These difficulties are avoided by representing the residual demand function by Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model (Torre et al, 2002) , in which unit commitment and uncertainties are also taken into account. (Pereira et al, 2005) , the generators associated to the competitors' firms have been explicitly modelled as an alternative MILP formulation based on a binary expansion of the decision variables (price and quantity bids). Risk constrained bidding strategy for single sided and double sided bidding is solved using GA (Jain et al, 2009] . PSO is used to determine bid prices and quantities under the rules of a competitive power market (Ahmet et al, 2009) . Strategic bidding for pumped-storage hydroelectric plant using evolutionary tristate PSO is developed by (Kanakasabhapathy et al, 2010) .
In general, strategic bidding is an optimization problem that can be solved by various conventional and nonconventional (heuristic) methods. Depending on the bidding models, objective function and constraints may not be differentiable and then conventional methods cannot be applied. Heuristic methods such as GA, Simulated Annealing (SA) and Evolutionary Programming (EP) etc, have main limitations of their sensitivity to the choice of parameters, such as crossover and mutation probabilities in GA, temperature in SA, scaling factor in EP. PSO is a modern stochastic search algorithm and a kind of evolutionary computation technique (Kennedy et al, 1995) . The major difference between PSO and other evolutionary algorithms is that, in PSO, the particles remain the same, but their characteristics (e.g. position and velocity) change, where as in EP, the individuals in population change, with new individuals being 'generated' in each iteration. The PSO technique can generate better quality solution within shorter calculation time and stable convergence characteristic than other stochastic methods such as GA, EP etc.
The main contribution of this paper is a new optimization paradigm based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is applied to solve optimal bidding strategy problem. The result shows that the proposed algorithm can generate better quality solution within shorter computation time and stable convergence characteristics compared to GA. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the mathematical formulation of optimal bidding problem. Section 3 contains a brief over view of the proposed PSO method and application of PSO for solving the optimal bidding problem. Section 4 reports the case studies solving optimal bidding problem for the given data and Section 5 summed up the final outcome of the paper as Conclusion.
Problem Formulation
Consider a system consist of 'm' Generators an inter-connected network controlled by an ISO, a Power Exchange (PX), an aggregated consumer (load) which does not participate in demand-side bidding but is elastic to the price of electricity, and 'n' large consumers who participate in demand-side bidding. The supplier and large consumer is required to bid a linear nondecreasing supply and non-increasing demand function to PX, bid linear supply curve denoted by
1,2,…..m and for large consumers bid linear demand curve denoted by
when j=1,2,….n. Here P i is the active power output, a i and b i the bidding coefficients of the i th supplier. L j is the active power load, c j and d j the bidding coefficients of the j th large consumer; a i , b i , c j and d j are non-negative. The main function of PX is to determine a generation/demand dispatch/schedule that meets security and reliability constraints using transparent dispatch procedures, with the objective of maximizing payoff. Moreover, when the suppliers and large consumers bid linear supply and demand functions and the network constraints are ignored, maximizing payoff leads to a uniform market clearing price for all suppliers and consumers. Thus, when only the load flow constraints and generation output limit and consumer demand limit constraints are considered, PX determines a set of generation outputs P = (P 1 ,P 2 …P m )
T and a set of large
T by solving equations (1) to (5).
R is the uniform market clearing price of electricity to be determined. Q(R) is the aggregate pool load forecast by PX and made known to all participants and is assumed to be dependent on the price of electricity. P min,i and P max,i are the generation output limits of the i th supplier, and L min,j and L max,j are the demand limits of the j th large consumer. The expression for Q(R) is available; equations (1) to (3) can be solved directly. The procedure is basically the same as that for the classical economic dispatch problem (Wood et al, 1995) . Suppose the aggregate pool load Q(R) takes the following linear form:
where Q o is a constant number and K is a coefficient denoting the price elasticity of the aggregate demand. If pool demand is largely inelastic, then K=0. The inequality constraints (4) and (5) are ignored, the solutions to equations (1) to (3) 
When the solution set (8) and (9) violates generation output/consumer demand limits (4) and (5), it must be modified to accommodate these limits. For the i th supplier has the cost function denoted by 2 ) (
, here e i and f i are cost function coefficients. The benefit maximization objective for building a bidding strategy can be described as:
Subject to: (1) to (5) The objective is to determine a i and b i so as to maximize F(a i , b i ) subject to the constraints (1) -(5). C i (P i ) is the production cost function of the i th supplier. Similarly, for the j th large consumer has revenue function 2 ) (
, here g j and h j are the demand function coefficients. The benefit maximization objective for building a bidding strategy can be described as:
Maximize:
Subject to: (1) to (5) The objective is to determine c j and d j so as to maximize B(c j , d j ) subject to the constraints (1) to (5). B j (L j ) is the demand (benefit) function of the j th large consumer. In the sealed bid auction based electricity market, data for the next bidding period is confidential, and hence suppliers/large consumers do not have the information needed to solve the optimization problem (10) and (11). However, the past bidding histories are available, and estimation of the bidding coefficients of rivals is possible. An immediate problem for each participant is how to estimate the bidding coefficients of rivals.
Let from the i th supplier's point of view, rival's j th (j≠i) bidding coefficients obey a joint normal distribution with the following probability density function (pdf): respectively. Similarly, the above probability density function (pdf) is also used for finding bidding coefficients of the large consumers. Based on historical bidding data these distributions can be determined . Using probability density function (12) for supplier as well as large consumers the joint distribution between a j and b j , and between c j and d j , the optimal bidding problem with objective functions given in equation (10) and (11) and constraints (1) to (5) becomes a stochastic optimization problem. In this paper, PSO is used, which is very efficient to solve the above stochastic optimization problem, presented in the following section.
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
The PSO method is a self-educating optimization algorithm that can be applied to any nonlinear optimization problem (Kennedy et al, 1995) . In PSO, the potential solutions, called particles, fly through the problem space by following the best fitness of the particles. It exhibits some evolutionary computation attributes such as initialization with a population of random solutions and search for optima by updating generations. The updates of particles are accomplished according to the following equations. Equation (13) calculates a new velocity for each particle r, based on its previous velocity (V r k), the particle's location at which the best fitness has been achieved (P best r) so far, and the best particle among the neighbors (G best ) at which the best fitness has been achieved so far. The learning factors a 1 and a 2 are the acceleration constants that change the velocity of a particle towards P best r and G best , and rand 1 , rand 2 are uniformly distributed random numbers in [0, 1]. Each particle's position is updated using (14) in the solution hyperspace. It is concluded (Singh et al, 2008) that the PSO with a Linearly Decreasing (LD) inertia weight w k in each iteration k, from maximum value w max to minimum value w min , as reflected in (15) can make a significant improvement on convergence to the global optimum within a reasonable number of iterations. (15) where k is the iteration counter and k max is the maximum iteration number. The velocity update expression (13) can be explained as follows (Yoshida et al, 2000) . Without the second and third terms, the first term (representing inertia) will keep a particle flying in the same direction until it hits the boundary. Therefore the first term tries to explore new areas and corresponds to the diversification in the search procedure. In contrast, without the first term, the velocity of the flying particle is only determined by using its current position and its best positions in history. Therefore the second (representing memory) and third term (representing cooperation) try to converge the particles to their P best r and/or G best and correspond to the intensification in the search procedure. Namely, the PSO has a well-balanced mechanism to utilise the diversification and the intensification in the search procedure efficiently.
PSO Algorithm for Bidding Problem:
It is obvious that for maximizing the benefits of a supplier or large consumer, both members of the pair coefficients (a i , b i ) and (c j , d j ) cannot be selected independently in other words, a supplier or large consumer can fix one of these two coefficients and then determine the other by using an optimization procedure. In this regard, PSO is applied to find the optimal bidding coefficients and profit of each participant. The algorithms are as follows. . Read input data of Generators (i.e. cost coefficients, P min , P max ), demand (Q o ) and maximum number of iterations. Step2. Calculate generator output each supplier using (8) (a) If generation violates lower limit set as a lower limit If generation violates upper limit set as an upper limit (b) Add all generations (c) Error = total system generation -total system demand Step3. Fitness evaluation using (10) and (11) Step4. Each P best values are compared with the other P best values in the population. The best evaluation value among the P-bests is denoted as Gbest. Step7. Repeat from steps 3-6 until iteration reaches their maximum limit. Return the best fitness (maximum profit) computed at final iteration as a global fitness. Step9. Print c.p.u time and plot number of iterations versus % Error.
PSO uses random initialisation, but it gives almost the same optimal solution in a set of simulations within a given case. It shows its immunity to the start point. Updating inertia weight according to (15) is known as Inertia Weighted Approach (IWA). By Linearly Decreasing (LD), the inertia weight from a relatively large value to a small value through the course of PSO run, the PSO tends to have more global search ability at the beginning of the run while having more local search ability near the end of the run. Hence, IWA provides a balance between global and local explorations. The number of maximum iterations required to obtain the global solution is dependent on the nature and the size of the problem. In general, the maximum iteration depends upon the evolving process, which provides dynamic information of convergence. Figure 1 illustrates the flowchart of the PSO to solve the optimal bidding problem.
Set best of Pbest as Gbest
Update particle velocity and position using (13)& (14) If Gbest is the optimal solution ?
If fitness (P) is better than fitness of (Pbest) 
Results and Discussions
Consider a system consists of six suppliers, who supply electricity aggregate load and two large consumers. The Generator and large consumer data are shown in Table 1 . Q o is 300 and K is 5 for aggregated load. In this work, the parameters used after fine tuning for PSO and GA are, Population size: 50, accelerating factors a1= a2: 2.0, inertia weight w: 1.0 to 0.5, Maximum number of iterations: 150 for PSO; Population size: 50, Maximum number of iterations: 150, Elitism probability (P e ): 0.15, Crossover Probability (P c ): 0.85, Mutation probability (P m ): 0.005 for GA; Simulations are carried on 2.66GHz, PIV Processor, 3GB RAM and MATLAB 7.8 version is used. supplier (i= 1, 2,…, 6 and i ≠p) and for the j th large consumer (j= 1, 2 and j+ 6 ≠ p), as described in (12) are specified in PSO as (16) and (17) (16) and (17) should be estimated using available mathematical methods such as the one in based on sufficient historical bidding data. Since we do not have such data, we are unable to determine these parameters mathematically, and instead, these parameters are specified here to illustrate the basic feature of the method and these specifications may not well reflect practical situations. Some explanation about the specifications of parameters in (16) and (17) is necessary. It is a reasonable assumption that a supplier who is aware of market power in the reformed electricity market is likely to bid above the production cost. Hence, the expected values of a i and b i , i.e. 
Table1. Generator and Large Consumer Data
σ ] respectively, with probability 0.9999. ρ i is specified to be negative because when a supplier decides to increase one of his or her bidding coefficients, it is more likely that, in a mature market, it will decrease rather than increase the other coefficient .
A similar explanation is applicable to the specifications of parameters in (17), by using PSO, bidding coefficients, generation outputs; market clearing price and profit of six suppliers and two large consumers are calculated. The same problem is also solved by using GA and compared with Monte Carlo method shown in Table 2 and Table 3. Table 2 shows the optimal bidding parameters and Table 3 shows the MCP and profit of each supplier. From the Table 3 , it is observed that the profits obtained by each supplier is more, when compared with GA and Monte Carlo method, therefore the bidding strategies obtained by PSO are optimum compared to GA and Monte Carlo method. Convergence characteristics are shown in Figure 2 for the proposed PSO and GA method. From the Figure 2 it is observed that PSO converges much faster compared to GA because, the main limitations of GA are selection of crossover and mutation probabilities. Where as in the case of PSO there is no selection parameter. The major difference between PSO and GA is that, in PSO, the particles remain the same, but their characteristics (e.g. position and velocity) change, where as in GA, the individuals in population change, with new individuals being 'generated' in each iteration. Therefore PSO technique can generate better quality solution within shorter calculation time and stable convergence characteristic than GA. Figure 3 gives the variation of profit of all participants (i.e. suppliers as well as consumers) and Figure 4 gives the expected dispatch powers of suppliers for the proposed method and GA. The result shows that the proposed method is more efficient and superior than GA. 
Case B: With unsymmetrical information:
In this case some participants to make better estimates than others could be included in the model. We now describe simulation results for an unsymmetrical situation in which the second supplier has less accurate estimates than the others. The second supplier's estimated expectation values of a i and b i , i.e. and for i= 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, are specified to be 1.4e i and 1.4 ×2f i , respectively, while the estimates of the other five suppliers and two consumers are the same as (13) and (14), respectively, and all other relevant parameters are the same as in Case A. by using this information, biding parameters, market clearing price, expected profit and expected dispatch of generators and demand of consumers are calculated using proposed method and compared with GA approach, are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 . By comparing the results of Case A and case B, in Case B the second supplier moves up the market clearing price by making higher estimates about the bids of rival suppliers and hence offering a higher bid. These optimal strategies lead to an overall increase in benefits for all suppliers, but supplier 2, who has worse information than the others, suffers a benefit reduction. Figure 5 shows the values of expected profits of generators and demand of consumers obtained by using proposed method for Case A and Case B, and it is observed that the overall increase in benefit of all the suppliers except supplier 2, who has worse information than the others, suffers benefit reduction. The superiority of the PSO approach is demonstrated through comparison of simulation results with GA. Due to the randomness of the evolutionary algorithms, their performance cannot be judged by the result of a single run. Many trails with different initializations should be made to reach a valid conclusion about the performance of the algorithms. An algorithm is robust, if it can guarantee an acceptable performance level under different conditions. Since PSO and GA random in nature therefore the bidding data was executed 20 times for all the approaches. The best, worst, average value, total profit and PD for the given data of symmetrical information are tabulated in From the results it is observed that the PD is minimum for the proposed PSO method compared to GA, for the given test system and optimal bidding strategies obtained by PSO producing higher profits compared to GA. In addition to that, PSO shows good consistency by keeping small variation between the best and worst solution. In other words, the simulation results show that, the PSO algorithm converges to global solution has a shorter c.p.u. time and small percentage deviation because it has the advantage of dealing with fewer operators compared to GA.
Conclusion
In this paper, application of PSO for strategic bidding is proposed for suppliers and large consumers in an open electricity market. In this approach, each participant tries to maximize its profit with the help of information announced by system operator. Symmetrical and Unsymmetrical information of rivals are discussed and it is observed that, those who are having imperfect information will suffer profit reduction. Advantage of dealing with only one operator and ability to control convergence makes the PSO method more efficient and superior than GA. In this work, these advantages of PSO are also confirmed with the simulation results.
